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## PART I: THE FIRST TWO CENTURIES, 1630-1820
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<thead>
<tr>
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<th>3</th>
</tr>
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<tr>
<td>A Note on The Early Texts</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### I. The Literature of New England Puritanism

#### A. THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

**WILLIAM BRADFORD (1590-1657) 23**

- Of Plymouth Plantation, [Book I] 25
  - Chapter I: [From Reformation to Emigration] 26
  - Chapter II: Of their Departure into Holland and their Troubles thereabout, with some of the many Difficulties they found and met withal. Anno 1608 32
- *From* Chapter III: Of their Settling in Holland, and their Manner of Living, and Entertainment there 35
- Chapter IV: Showing the Reasons, and Causes of their Removal 37
- Chapter IX: Of their Voyage, and how they Passed the Sea; and of their Safe Arrival at Cape Cod 41
- Chapter X: Showing How they Sought out a place of Habitation; and What Befell them Thereabout 45
- Map of Cape Cod 46

- Of Plymouth Plantation, Book II 52
  - *From* Chapter XI: The Remainder of Anno 1620 52
    - [Mayflower Compact] 52
    - [The Starving Time] 54
    - [Indian Relations] 55
  - [The Thomas Morton Affair: Merrymount (1628)] 58
  - [Longevity of the Pilgrim Fathers (1643)] 63
  - [The New England Confederation and the Narragansetts (1643)] 64

**THE BAY PSALM BOOK (1640) 66**

- Psalm 23 66
JOHN WINTHROP (1588–1649) 67
*Portrait of Governor John Winthrop 68
From A Model of Christian Charity 70
The History of New England
[Rebuke of Roger Williams] 79
[The Cross Cut Out of the Flag: Williams and Endicott, 1634] 80
[A Cruel Schoolmaster] 83
[Excessive Profits: Robert Keane] 85
[Winthrop on Natural and Civil Liberty] 88

THOMAS SHEPARD (1605–1649) 94
From The Autobiography of Thomas Shepard 96
The Sincere Convert
The Fifth Sermon: [Few Are Saved] 116

THOMAS HOOKER (1586?–1647) 129
The Application of Redemption, by the Effectual Work of the Word and Spirit of Christ, for the Bringing Home of Lost Sinners to God
The Ninth Book: [The Heart Must Be Broken] 131

ROGER WILLIAMS (c. 1603–1683) 140
A Key into the Language of America
To My Dear and Well-Beloved Friends and Countrymen, in Old and New England 141
Directions for the Use of Language 145
An Help to the Native Language of that Part of America Called New England
Chapter I: Of Salutation 146
Chapter III: Concerning Sleep and Lodging 152
From Chapter VII: Of Their Persons and Parts of Body 154
The Bloody Tenet of Persecution, for Cause of Conscience, in a Conference Between Truth and Peace
To every Courteous Reader 155

ANNE BRADSTREET (1612–1672) 157
Epitaph for her Father, Thomas Dudley (1653) 159
An Epitaph on my Dear and Ever-Honored Mother Mrs. Dorothy Dudley, who Deceased December 27, 1643, and of her Age, 61 160
Contemplations 160
Before the Birth of One of Her Children 167
To my Dear and Loving Husband 168
CONTENTS

A Letter to her Husband, Absent upon Public Employment 168
In Memory of my Dear Grandchild Elizabeth Bradstreet, who Deceased August, 1665, Being a Year and a Half Old 169
On my Dear Grandchild Simon Bradstreet, who Died on 16 November, 1669, Being but a Month, and One Day Old 169
Upon the Burning of our House July 10th, 1666 170
Meditations Divine and Moral 171
To my Dear Children [Spiritual Autobiography] 172

PHILIP PAIN (d. 1668) 176
Meditation 8 176

MARY WHITE ROWLANDSON (c. 1635–c. 1678) 177
From The Sovereignty and Goodness of God: A Narrative of the Captivity and Restoration of Mrs. Mary Rowlandson 177
*Map of Mrs. Rowlandson’s Removes 178

SAMUEL DANFORTH (1626–1674) 189
From A Brief Recognition of New England’s Errand into the Wilderness 190
[A Funeral Sermon at the Grave of his Children] 200

SAMUEL SEWALL (1652–1730) 202
The Diary of Samuel Sewall
[Joining the Church] 204
*A Hall from the Seth Story House 206
*The Paul Revere House 207
[Retribution and Repentance for Judging the Witches] 214
[Courthship in Old Age: Madam Winthrop] 216
*A Silver Bowl 217
*A Silver Teakettle 218
*A Silver Sugar Box 219

The Selling of Joseph 225

COTTON MATHER (1663–1728) 229
*Portrait of Cotton Mather 230
Magnalia Christi Americana, Book II
Chapter IV: Nehemias Americanus. The Life of John Winthrop, Esq., Governor of the Massachuset Colony 233
*Title Page of Cotton Mather’s Church History 234
From The Life of His Excellency Sir William Phips, Knt. Late Governor of New England 250
[The Knight of Honesty: His Rise from Poverty to Wealth] 250
[The Search for Spanish Treasure] 253
[Pietas in Patriam: His Patriotism during the Glorious Revolution in New England] 260
[Joining the Church] 266
[Appointment as Governor] 270
[The Salem Witchcraft Trials] 271
[His Appearance and Disposition] 281

A Meditation on Gravity 282

EDWARD TAYLOR (1645–1729) 283

Preparatory Meditations and Other Lyrics
   First Series
       6. Another Meditation at the Same Time 285
       The Experience 286
       38. Meditation. 1 Joh. 2.1. An Advocate with the Father 286
          *Detail of the Joseph Tapping Stone 288
   Second Series
       112. Meditation. 2 Cor. 5.14. If one died for all then are all Dead 289
       Huswifery 290
       The Ebb and Flow 291

God’s Determinations Touching His Elect: and the Elect’s Combat in their Conversion, and Coming up to God in Christ, Together with the Comfortable Effects Thereof
   The Preface 291
   The Effects of Mans Apostasy 293
   From A Dialogue between Justice and Mercy 294
   Mans Perplexity When Called to an Account 297
   God’s Selecting Love in the Decree 298
   The Soul Accused [by Satan] in its Serving God 300
   From Doubts from the Want of Grace Answerd [by a Saint, a Member of the Church] 301
   Some of Satan’s Sophistry 302
   Our Insufficiency to Praise God Suitably, for his Mercy 305
   The Soul Admiring the Grace of the Church Enters into Church Fellowship 306
   The Souls Admiration Hereupon 307
   The Joy of Church Fellowship Rightly Attended 308
B. THE GREAT AWAKENING
309

JONATHAN EDWARDS (1703–1758)  310

Existence  312
From A Divine and Supernatural Light  314
Spiritual Autobiography [Personal Narrative]  322
From The Justice of God in the Damnation of Sinners  334
Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God
Application  340

Treatise of Religious Affections
From Part II, Sections 1 and 2: Showing What Are No Certain Signs that
Religious Affections Are Truly Gracious, or that They Are Not  347

A Careful and Strict Inquiry into the Modern Prevailing Notions of
That Freedom of Will, Which Is Supposed To Be Essential to
Moral Agency, Virtue and Vice, Reward and Punishment,
Praise and Blame

Part IV
From Section 2: The Falseness and Inconsistency of that Metaphysical
Notion of Action, and Agency, Which Seems To Be Generally
Entertained by the Defenders of the Arminian Doctrine Concerning
Liberty, Moral Agency, etc.  352

From Images or Shadows of Divine Things  356

NATHAN COLE (c. 1711–1765)  358

From The Spiritual Travels of Nathan Cole  359

ELIZABETH ASHBRIDGE (1713–1755)  366

From Some Account of the Early Part of the Life of Elizabeth Ashbridge,
...Written by Herself  367

CHARLES CHAUNCY (1705–1789)  378

From Enthusiasm Described and Caution’d Against  379
II. Early Virginians
390

JOHN SMITH (1579-1631) 391
The General History of New England
[Captain Smith and Pocahontas] 392
*Picture of Pocahontas 393

ROBERT BEVERLEY (c. 1673-1722) 399
The History and Present State of Virginia
From Chapter I: Showing What Happened in the First Attempts to Settle
Virginia, Before the Discovery of Chesapeake Bay 400
Chapter II: Containing an Account of the First Settlement of Chesapeake
Bay, in Virginia, by the Corporation of London Adventures, and the
Proceedings During their Government by a President and Council
Elective 405
From Chapter III: Showing What Happened After the Alteration of the
Government from an Elective President to a Commissioned
Governor, until the Dissolution of the Company 409
[The Massacres of 1622] 412
Book III: Of the Indians, their Religion, Laws, and Customs, in War and
Peace
Chapter I: Of the Persons of the Indians, and their Dress 416
*Indian in Native Dress 418
*Indian in Native Dress 419

WILLIAM BYRD, II (1674-1744) 420
History of the Dividing Line [Between Virginia and North Carolina] Run in the
Year 1728
[Introduction] 422

III. Testaments of Eighteenth-Century Experience 433

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN (1706-1790) 434
*Engraving of Benjamin Franklin 435
Slippery Sidewalks 437
On Literary Style 438
A Man of Sense 441
The Way to Wealth (Poor Richard Improved) 444
The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin
  *From Part One
  [Early Life, to his Departure for England]  452
  *From Part Two
  [Projects and the Art of Virtue: Philadelphia, 1742]  480

Rules by which a Great Empire May Be Reduced to a Small One; Presented to a Late Minister when he Entered upon his Administration  492
Remarks Concerning the Savages of North America  498
Letter to Ezra Stiles  503

JOHN WOOLMAN (1720–1772)  505

The Journal of John Woolman
  Chapter I  506

THOMAS HUTCHINSON (1711–1780)  514
  *Portrait of Mrs. Jonathan Winthrop  515
  History of Massachusetts Bay
  [The Persecution of the Quakers]  516

WILLIAM BARTRAM (1739–1823)  524

  Travels Through North and South Carolina, East and West Florida, . . .
  *From Part II—Chapter V  525

MICHEL GUILLAUME JEAN DE CRÈVECOEUR  537

  Letters from an American Farmer
  *From Letter III: What is an American?  538

  IV. The Revolution and the Republic  553

THOMAS PAINE (1737–1809)  554

  Common Sense
  III Thoughts on the Present State of American Affairs  556
  IV Of the Present Ability of America: with some miscellaneous reflections  568

  The Age of Reason
  To my Fellow Citizens of the United States of America  575
  The Age of Reason, Being an Investigation of True and of Fabulous Theology [From Part One]  576
THOMAS JEFFERSON (1743–1826)  586

*Portrait of Thomas Jefferson  587
Notes on the State of Virginia
  Query IV: A Notice of its Mountains?  589
  Query V: Its Cascades and Caverns?  591
  *Jefferson’s Drawing of Madison’s Cave  592
  Query XVII: Religion. The different religions received into that state?  595
  Query XVIII: Manners. The particular customs and manners that may happen to be received in that state? [Slavery]  599

The Autobiography of Thomas Jefferson
  [His Early Life and Career]  601
  [The Declaration of Independence]  608
  *Independence Hall  609
  *Congress Voting Independence  616

JOHN ADAMS (1735–1826)  621

Letters to The Boston Evening Post and The Boston Gazette
  Letter to The Boston Evening Post, March 14, 1763  622
  Letter to The Boston Gazette, January 5, 1767  623

A Defense of the Constitutions of Government
  Preface  625

JAMES MADISON (1751–1836)  634

The Federalist No. 10 [On Factions]  635

ISAAC BACKUS (1724–1806)  642

An Appeal to the Public for Religious Liberty, Against the Oppressions of the Present Day
  Conclusion  643

ROYALL TYLER (1757–1826)  646

Sonnet to an Old Mouser  647
  Spondee’s Mistresses  648
  Choice of a Wife  649
  Prologue to The Contrast  650

JOEL BARLOW (1754–1812)  651

The Hasty Pudding  653
HUGH HENRY BRACKENRIDGE (1748–1816) 664

Modern Chivalry
Book I
Introduction 666
Chapter I: [Racing] 668
Chapter II: Containing Some General Reflections 672
Chapter III: [An election] 673
Chapter IV: [A Conjurer] 677
Chapter V: Containing Reflections 678

Book IV
Chapter II: [Dueling] 680
Chapter IV: [The Captain’s Reply to a Challenge] 683
Chapter V: Containing Reflections 684

Book V
Chapter I: [An Indian Treaty Maker] 685

BENJAMIN BANNEKER (1731–1806) 687
Copy of a Letter from Benjamin Banneker to the Secretary of State 688

PHILIP FRENEAU (1752–1832) 691
On the Memorable Victory Obtained by the Gallant Captain John Paul Jones, of the Bon Homme Richard, over the Seraphis. . . 692
To the Memory of the Brave Americans, under General Greene, in South Carolina, who Fell in the Action of September 8, 1781 696
The Wild Honey Suckle 697
Lines Occasioned by a Visit to an Old Indian Burying Ground 698
On the Uniformity and Perfection of Nature 699

JUPITER HAMMON (1711–c. 1800) 700
An Address to the Negroes in the State of New York 701

PHILLIS WHEATLEY (c. 1753–1784) 710
An Hymn to the Evening 710
*Frontispiece for Phillis Wheatley’s Poems 711
Liberty and Peace, a Poem 712

ABSALOM JONES (1746–1818) 714
Petition of Absalom Jones and Seventy-Three Others 714
WILLIAM HAMILTON 716

An Oration Delivered in the African Zion Church, on the Fourth of July, 1827, in Commemoration of the Abolition of Domestic Slavery in this State 717

POEMS AND SPEECHES BY AMERICAN INDIANS 724
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